Caring for Loved Ones the Top Priority for People Worldwide
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The human pursuit of romantic love and sex may be the mainstay of evolutionary psychology research,
but according to the results of a global study published in Perspectives in Psychological Science, most
people cite caring for family members as their top priority.
An internationalteam of researchers led by evolutionary and social psychologists from ArizonaState
University (ASU) surveyed 7,000 people from 27 countries about whatmatters most to them.
Respondents consistently rated family care and materetention as the most important motivations in their
lives, the researchersreport. The findings replicated in regions with collectivist cultures, such asSouth
Korea and China, and in regions with individualistic cultures like Europeand the United States.
Forty-sevenresearchers from more than 30 institutions worldwide participated in the study,which was
supported by the National Science Foundation.
The scientists noted that evolutionary psychologicalresearch for the past 40 years has focused on
people’s pursuit of romantic andsexual partners, and its effects on their behavior. But study
participantsconsistently rated this motivation as the least important factor in theirlives.
“Studying attraction is easy and sexy, but people’s everydayinterests are actually more focused on
something more wholesome — family values,” said APS Fellow DouglasKenrick, an ASU psychological
scientist and senior author on the study.“Everybody cares about their family and loved ones the most,
which,surprisingly, hasn’t been as carefully studied as a motivator of humanbehavior.”
In the study, the research team used a set of surveyquestions about fundamental life goals, including
caring for family, finding amate, spending time with friends, avoiding disease, and staying safe.
The lead researchers sent the set of questions to scientistsin each of the participating countries, who then

translated the questions intothe native language and made edits so that all the questions were
culturallyappropriate. The study included people from countries ranging from Australiaand Bulgaria to
Thailand and Uganda, and covered all continents exceptAntarctica.
Caring for and supporting family members ranked as thestrongest motivations even among young adults
and singles.
The research team is currently working on collectinginformation about the relationship between
fundamental motivations andwell-being around the world. Kenrick notes in the journal article that
hisprevious research with ASU colleague Michael Varnum demonstrated that peoplewho rank mateseeking as their most important objective were less satisfiedwith their lives and were more likely to be
depressed or anxious. People who ratedfamily care and long-term relationships as the most important
features of theirlives reported the highest sense of well-being.
“People might think they will be happy with numerous sexualpartners,” Kenrick said, “but really they
are happiest taking care of thepeople they already have.”
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